Peak Wind Coefficients of Piloti Cladding on High Rise Buildings
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Abstract

Various types of pilotis are used in the construction of the lower stories of high rise buildings. The interior finishes of pilotis in downtown buildings may be damaged by strong winds, compromising pedestrian safety. However, the wind pressure coefficients facilitating appropriate cladding of end and corner pilotis (often evident in high rise buildings) are poorly understood. Wind pressure experiments showed that, for end pilotis, the lowest peak wind-pressure coefficients –2.7 were evident at wind angles of 0 and 270ºC, thus parallel to the wind direction. For corner pilotis, the minimum peak wind-pressure coefficient was –2.0 at the center of the ceiling near the wind angle of the building corners.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, downtown outdoor thermal comfort has been compromised by the high temperatures of heat islands. Downtown residents are very sensitive to changes in the outdoor thermal environment [1–5]. Open spaces, building layout and shape, green islands, and water features are used to improve the downtown thermal environment. In a survey of resident thermal comfort, Uchida et al. showed that ponds and green areas improved the thermal environment in summer [6]. Chen et al. performed field measurements to explore the effects of apartment block plans, external changes, and location on the outdoor thermal environment of Shenzhen (China) [7]. Xuan et al. [8] and Yang et al. [9] presented building layouts minimizing the outdoor thermal loads caused by climate change. The cited authors derived optimal D/H ratios, where D is the length of the building and H is the height, and used these data to plan urban ventilation and awning installations in Sendai, Japan and Guangzhou, China. The wind-velocity distributions around buildings were affected by the building length; longer buildings reduced wind velocity, compromising ventilation and thermal comfort. Zeng, Qinli, & Akashi (2014) used computer flow dynamics (CFD) to measure air currents around open and enclosed pilotis in the lower stories of buildings [10]. Piloti “openness” ranged from 0–80%. As openness increased, the average wind velocity also increased. Jo & Gil (2014) used CFD to explore how openness affected wind strength; the more enclosed the piloti, the higher the wind velocity and the larger the extent of negative pressure. Although such an effect would be expected, no prior evaluation of wind-pressure coefficients inside pilotis according to increased wind velocity has appeared [11]. Won (2014) analyzed factors affecting ventilation throughout large apartment buildings and open pilotis [12]. Tower-type layouts exhibited higher wind-velocity ratios than plate/grid-type layouts. Although wind velocity changes within apartment complex pilotis have thus been evaluated, the piloti wind (“openness wind”) is a building-related wind [13–15] that acts in concert with downtown air currents to create windblasts as wind flows around the pilotis, frequently damaging the cladding (Fig. 1). Thus, wind-pressure coefficients facilitating accurate cladding design are required. However, there have been few studies on appropriate peak wind-pressure coefficients considering cladding wind-loading. Using a wind tunnel, we developed a peak wind-pressure coefficient that will aid in the design of cladding for the ceilings and walls of end and corner pilotis installed in the lower stories of high-rise buildings.

II. WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENT

II.1 Model

Four experimental models were created to investigate the effects on the wind pressure coefficients on the ceiling and wall in a piloti. The experiment used a 40-story square building with a length (B) and width (D) of 36 m and a height (H) of 120 m. It was a high rise building with a long side to short side ratio of 1:1.
and a height to width ratio of 3.3. At the lower levels, end pilotis were installed on one side and corner pilotis were installed at a corner. The wind tunnel experiment models were produced by changing piloti height (h) from 4.5 m to 9 m with a fixed length (b) to width (d) ratio of 1:0.33 for end pilotis and 1:1 for corner pilotis. The models were created using acrylic at a scale of 1/300. The dimensions of the models are listed in Tab. 1. Pressure measurement taps were installed on the ceilings and walls of the pilotis to examine the characteristics of the piloti wind pressure distribution. In Case 1, the piloti type was end piloti, height was 4.5 m, and 55 pressure measurement taps (33 on ceiling and 22 on wall) were installed. In Case 2, the piloti type was end piloti, height was 9 m, and 66 pressure measurement taps (33 on ceiling and 33 on wall) were installed. In Case 3, the piloti type was corner piloti, height was 4.5 m, and 45 pressure measurement taps (25 on ceiling and 10 each on two walls) were installed. In Case 4, the piloti type was corner piloti, height was 9 m, and 55 pressure measurement taps (25 on ceiling and 15 each on two walls) were installed. The pressure measurement taps were arranged at equal intervals. Fig. 2 shows the prototype dimensions. Fig. 3 shows the experimental model installed in a wind tunnel.

**II.II Wind Tunnel Experiment**

The wind tunnel experiment for the ceilings and walls of pilotis in high rise buildings used an Eiffel-type boundary layer wind tunnel owned by the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory of Chonbuk National University. The dimensions of the wind tunnel measurement unit were 18 m (L) × 2.1 m (W) × 1.7 m (H), and the wind speed range was 0.3 to 12 m/s. For the turbulent boundary layer applied to the experiment, surface roughness classification B (α = 0.22) was used, which corresponds to an urban area with medium to low-rise buildings. The average wind speed by height in the wind tunnel and the vertical distribution of turbulence intensity are shown in Fig. 4. The solid line indicates a theorem by the exponential law, and Tab. 2 shows the similarity law used in the wind tunnel experiment. The air flow in the wind tunnel was measured using a hot wire anemometer (IFA-300).

**Table 1. Prototype and model sizes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Prototype(m)</th>
<th>Model(cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Piloti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner Piloti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2. Prototype dimensions](image1)

![Fig. 3. Experiment model installed within the wind tunnel](image2)
The experimental wind speed was 5 m/s. The experimental angles were varied from 0° to 350° in 10° intervals in 36 directions. Fig. 5 shows the experimental wind angles. A 120-cm long tube was used for wind pressure measurement in the experiment. Wind pressure signals were calibrated using a restrictor at a specific position of the tube. Each wind pressure measured in the experiment is indicated as a dimensionless quantity. The maximum/minimum peak wind pressure coefficients are defined by Eq. 1 and 2, respectively.

\[ C_{p_{\text{max}}} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{q_i} \]  
\[ C_{p_{\text{min}}} = \frac{P_{\text{min}}}{q_i} \]  

**III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

The experimental results were analyzed based on the maximum/minimum peak wind pressure coefficients used in the wind load design for the exterior materials in the end and corner pilotis. First, the distribution of the maximum/minimum peak wind pressure coefficients was determined for all wind angles. Second, the distribution of the maximum/minimum peak wind pressure coefficients was analyzed according to changing wind angles.

**III.I Distribution Characteristics of Maximum/Minimum Peak Wind Pressure Coefficients for All Wind Angles**

**III.I.1 End Pilotis**

Figs. 6 and 7 show the distributions of the maximum/minimum peak wind pressure coefficients on the ceiling and walls according to change in height. The maximum peak wind pressure coefficient is 0.9–1.6 on the ceiling and 1.0–1.65 on the walls. The maximum peak wind pressure coefficients on the ceiling and walls at the center are higher than those at both sides. The minimum peak wind pressure coefficient is -1.75 to -2.75 on the ceiling and -1.75 to -2.35 on the walls. The minimum peak wind pressure coefficient on the ceiling increases from the center toward both sides (based on absolute values). When piloti height increases from 4.5 m to 9 m, the maximum peak wind pressure coefficient decreases from 1.6 to 1.35 and the minimum peak wind pressure coefficient decreases from -2.75 to -2.25 (based on absolute values). It appears that small vortices appear inside the piloti when piloti height decreases.
(a) maximum peak pressure coefficient of ceiling (h=4.5m)

(b) minimum peak pressure coefficient of ceiling (h=4.5m)

(c) maximum peak pressure coefficient of wall (h=9.0m)

(d) minimum peak pressure coefficient of wall (h=9.0m)

Fig. 6. Distribution of peak wind pressure coefficients on the ceiling of end piloti according to change in height

(a) maximum peak pressure coefficient of wall (h=4.5m)

(b) minimum peak pressure coefficient of wall (h=4.5m)

(a) maximum peak pressure coefficient of ceiling (h=4.5m)

III.I.II Corner Pilotis

Figs. 8 and 9 show the distributions of the maximum/minimum peak wind pressure coefficients according to the change in the height of a piloti installed at a corner of a high rise building. The maximum peak wind pressure coefficient is 0.95–1.5 on the ceiling and 1.2–1.5 on the walls. The maximum peak wind pressure coefficient increases from the outside to the inside of the ceiling. The highest maximum peak wind pressure coefficient is at the inner corner. The minimum peak wind pressure coefficient is -1.7–2.0 on the ceiling and -1.6–1.86 on the walls. The highest values (based on absolute values) of the minimum peak wind pressure coefficient are distributed along concentric circles in the diagonal direction from the corner of the ceiling. The strong external pressure appears to be the effect of the swirl vortex inside the piloti. The highest values of the minimum peak wind pressure coefficients (based on absolute values) are distributed at all corners on the ceiling. When piloti height increases from 4.5 m to 9 m, the maximum peak wind pressure coefficient increases from 1.35 to 1.45, and the minimum peak wind pressure coefficient increases from -1.95 to -2.0 (based on absolute values).
Fig. 8. Distribution of peak wind pressure coefficients on the ceiling based on change in the height of the corner piloti.

(a-1) maximum peak pressure coefficient of left wall (h=4.5m)

(b-1) maximum peak pressure coefficient of left wall (h=9m)

(c) maximum peak pressure coefficient of ceiling (h=9.0m)

(d) maximum peak pressure coefficient of ceiling (h=9.0m)

Fig. 9. Distribution of peak wind pressure coefficients on the walls based on change in the height of the corner piloti.

(a-2) maximum peak pressure coefficient of right wall (h=4.5m)

(b-2) maximum peak pressure coefficient of right wall (h=9m)

(b) minimum peak pressure coefficient of ceiling (h=4.5m)

(a-3) minimum peak pressure coefficient of left wall (h=4.5m)

(b-3) minimum peak pressure coefficient of left wall (h=9m)

(a-4) minimum peak pressure coefficient of right wall (h=4.5m)

(b-4) minimum peak pressure coefficient of right wall (h=9m)

III.II Peak wind pressure coefficient based on change in wind angle

The distribution characteristics of the peak wind pressure coefficients were analyzed based on the change in wind angle. Fig. 10 shows the distributions of the maximum/minimum peak wind pressure coefficients for 36 wind angles for the end and corner pilotis. The end piloti shows the maximum peak wind pressure coefficient at wind angles of 0° and 350° when the piloti axis is along the wind direction and the minimum peak
wind pressure coefficient at wind angles of 90° and 270° when
the axis is perpendicular to the wind. The corner piloti shows
the highest maximum/minimum peak wind pressure
coefficients at the wind angles of 270° and 0°.

Fig. 10. Distributions of maximum/minimum peak wind
pressure coefficient based on change in wind angle

Fig. 11 shows the distributions of the maximum/minimum peak
wind pressure coefficients on the ceiling and walls of end piloti
at wind angles of 0° and 270°. The maximum peak wind
pressure coefficient of the end piloti appears at 0°. The
maximum peak wind pressure coefficients on the ceiling and
walls all appear at the center. The position changes according
to wall height. When piloti height is 4.5 m, the coefficient is
1.36 at the bottom of the wall and close to the ceiling. On the
ceiling, the highest maximum peak wind pressure coefficient
appears at the center of the corner that is in contact with the
wall. However, when piloti height is 9 m, the maximum peak
wind pressure coefficient is larger by approximately 19% and
forms a large circular shape at the center. The minimum peak
wind pressure coefficient decreases from the end corner in the
direction opposite to the wind. The minimum peak wind
pressure coefficient at the end corner decreases as piloti height
increases. However, the minimum values are distributed
broadly toward the center.

(a) maximum peak pressure coefficient
(h=4.5m, wind direction 0°)

(b) maximum peak pressure coefficient
(h=9.0m, wind direction 0°)
Fig. 11. Distributions of maximum/minimum peak wind pressure coefficient on the ceiling and walls of end piloti (wind angle = 0°, 270°)

Fig. 12 shows the distributions of the maximum/minimum peak wind pressure coefficients on the ceiling and walls of a corner piloti at the wind angles of 270° and 320°. The maximum peak wind pressure coefficient is 1.0–1.4 on the ceiling and 1.1–1.4 on the walls. The wind pressure coefficient increases toward the inner corner on the piloti ceiling and walls. When piloti height increases, a larger wind pressure coefficient is measured in the direction of the wind. The minimum peak wind pressure coefficient is higher than the lowest value of -1.8 on the piloti axis along the wind direction. Furthermore, the minimum peak wind pressure coefficient is distributed in concentric shapes on the wall. The concentric shapes are observed more clearly as piloti height increases.

IV. CONCLUSION

1) For the end piloti, the maximum peak wind pressure coefficient is larger at the center of the ceiling and the minimum peak wind pressure coefficient is larger at the left and right corners exposed to the outside of the ceiling. The peak wind pressure coefficient decreases as piloti height increases. The peak wind pressure coefficient on the ceiling is larger than that on the walls for the corner piloti. On the ceiling, the maximum peak wind pressure coefficient is larger at the corner and the minimum peak wind pressure coefficient is larger at the center of the ceiling. The peak wind pressure coefficient increases with piloti height owing to the vortex inside the piloti.
2) For end piloti, the peak wind pressure coefficients, in terms of wind-angle changes, were \(-2.4\) for the ceilings and \(-2.7\) for the walls at wind angles of 90° and 270°. For corner piloti, the figures were \(-2.04\) for ceilings and \(-2.4\) for walls. The peak wind pressure coefficients facilitating cladding design were obtained at specific angles. When designing pilotis for high rise buildings, our coefficients can be used to locate piloti by reference to the principal wind angle of the building site, and to design safe piloti finishes resisting both building related and strong external winds.
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